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I love how fun this little connected embroidery hoop set is to make! It’s a perfect project for Spring with the little 
floral umbrella and raindrops connected to a little rain boot hoop!

This PDF Pattern includes a color version for easy color identification, a black and white version for easy printing and 
a reversed image if you’d like to use that for transferring the pattern.
The design is sized for two hoops - one 7” hoop and one 4“ hoop. I stitched the sample on white tone on tone 
Blossom fabric and the hoops is trimmed with ball pom pom trim for an extra bit of color!

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any help!  You can email me at
bev@flamingotoes.com. I’d love to see any photos of the pattern that you stitch up too! You can follow me on 
Facebook at https://facebook.com/flamingotoes or Instagram at
https://instagram.com/flamingotoes.
Thanks for stitching!
Bev

Materials:
9” square of background fabric and 6“ square of background fabric. I used Riley Blake Tone on Tone White Blossom
Embroidery Floss - I used Aurifl 6 Strand Embroidery Floss
7” & 4“ embroidery hoop
1 yard of pom pom trim for large hoop and 1/2 yard pom pom trim for small hoop
Glue for finishing

Stitching Information
All stitching is done with 3 strands of 6-strand floss:
1148 Light Jade:  Stems of greenery - back stitch,  leaves of plants - satin stitch, leaves of plants in boots - lazy 
   daisies
2024 White:   White stripes on boot - long and short stitch
2134 Spun Gold:  Small gold flower above umbrella - satin stitch
2423 Baby Pink:  Main portion of umbrella - long and short stitch, Center of red flower - satin stitch, Bow on 
   boot - satin stitch
2435 Peachy Pink: Medium flowers - satin stitch, Flowers in boot - lazy daisies, Petals on large flower near boot - 
   satin stitch
2440 Peony:   Outline of umbrella - chain stitch, Bottom portion of umbrella - satin stitch, Dark pink flower - 
   satin stitch, Rain boot - long and short stitch, Center of flower by rain boot - French Knot fill 
5005 Bright Turquoise:  Heart raindrops - satin stitch, Raindrop tracks - rows of straight thread on top of fabric
6736 Jedi:   Centers of medium and small flowers - French Knots

Finishing Information:
Trim fabric to 1/2” around the edge of the hoop. Glue the fabric to the back side of the hoop.
If you’re adding pom pom trim, glue that to the back sides of both hoops so the pom poms extend out from the 
hoop. 

Connecting the Hoops:
Connect the two hoops with 3 strands of floss. Cut a long piece, knot one end and start with the heart drops closest 
to the umbrella, Bring your needle up at the top of the heart from back to front and bring it back down at the 
bottom of the umbrella so the thread makes a straight line. Knot the thread on the back side. For the five hearts 
that are on the small hoop, follow the same steps as the shorter threads, but start with one side and work your way 
to the other. Keep checking the alignment of the hoops and make sure the lower hoop stays straight and the 
threads are the same tightness when the hoops are separated. When you’re hanging the hoops, they will look 
better and the threads will stay aligned if you hang both hoops from a nail, rather than just the top hoop. 
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